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We use an alternative deﬁnition of topological complexity to show that the topological
complexity of the mapping telescope of a sequence X1
f1−→ X2 f2−→ X3 f3−→ · · · is bounded
above by 2max{TC(Xi); i = 1,2, . . .}.
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1. Introduction
The notion of topological complexity was ﬁrst introduced by Farber in [1]:
Deﬁnition 1. Topological complexity TC(X) of a space X is the least integer n for which there exist an open cover
{U1,U2, . . . ,Un} of X × X and sections si :Ui → X I of the ﬁbration π : X I → X × X , α → (α(0),α(1)). If no such inte-
ger exists we write TC(X) = ∞.
In [5], Iwase and Sakai proved that (for nice spaces X ) topological complexity is a special case of what James and
Morris [7] call ﬁbrewise pointed LS category. A ﬁbrewise pointed space over a base B is a topological space E , supplied with
a projection p : E → B and a section s : B → E . Fibrewise pointed spaces over a base B form a category and the notions of
ﬁbrewise pointed maps and ﬁbrewise pointed homotopies are deﬁned as one would expect. More details can be found in [6]
and [7].
We consider the product X × X as a ﬁbrewise pointed space over the base X with the projection to the ﬁrst component
and the diagonal section  : X → X × X . According to Theorem 1.7 of [5], we do not have to work with the ﬁbrewise pointed
homotopies but can instead use the less restrictive notion of (unpointed) ﬁbrewise homotopies. A ﬁbrewise homotopy in
this case is any homotopy H : X × X × I → X × X that ﬁxes the ﬁrst coordinate. So, H(x, y, t) = (x,h(x, y, t)) for some
homotopy h : X × X × I → X . For obvious reasons we call them vertical homotopies.
We can therefore consider the following theorem as an alternative deﬁnition of topological complexity:
Theorem 2. Topological complexity TC(X) of a space X is the least integer n for which there exists an open cover {U1,U2, . . . ,Un}
of X × X such that each Ui is vertically compressible to the diagonal (X). If no such integer exists we write TC(X) = ∞.
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(3)
1 and V
(5)
1 . These sets are all part of W1.
Note that we do not require the homotopies to be stationary on the section (X), nor do we require the sets Ui to
contain the section.
Our result is analogous to the statement concerning LS category proven by Ganea in [2]. He gave an example to show
that the LS category of the telescope is not necessarily equal to the LS categories of its parts. As we will see, this is also true
for topological complexity. In [3], Hardie improved Ganea’s bound by 1 and Ganea’s example shows that Hardie’s bound is
sharp.
2. Topological complexity of the telescope
We approach the problem indirectly by ﬁrst estimating the topological complexity of an increasing union. The increasing
union is much easier to handle and we can explicitly construct a cover with the required properties. We then use homotopy
invariance of topological complexity to apply the result to mapping telescopes.
Theorem 3. Let X =⋃∞i=1 Xi be the increasing union of closed subspaces with the property that for each i there exists an open set
Yi ⊂ X such that Xi ⊂ Yi ⊂ cl(Yi) ⊂ int (Xi+1). If TC(Xi) n for all i, then TC(X) 2n.
Proof. Since Xi ⊂ Xi+1 for all i, we have Xi × Xi ⊂ Xi+1 × Xi+1 for all i and the product X × X =⋃∞i=1 Xi × Xi is an
increasing union of its subspaces. Let {U (i)j }nj=1 be an open cover of Xi × Xi with sets U (i)j vertically compressible to the
diagonal (Xi) ⊂ (X). Deﬁne Li = int(Xi × Xi) − cl(Yi−2 × Yi−2) for i > 2, L2 = int(X2 × X2), L1 = int(X1 × X1). Here,
int(A) and cl(A) denote the interior and the closure of A as a subset of X × X . Let V (i)j = U (i)j ∩ Li and consider the sets
W1 =
∞⋃
i=1
V (2i−1)1 , W2 =
∞⋃
i=1
V (2i)1 , . . . , W2n−1 =
∞⋃
i=1
V (2i−1)n , W2n =
∞⋃
i=1
V (2i)n .
Fig. 1 illustrates the construction of the ﬁrst three sets from W1.
We observe the following:
• Every (x, y) ∈ X belongs to Li for some i and is therefore contained in V (i)j for some j. So, {Wk}2nk=1 covers X × X .
• Each V (i)j can be compressed to (Xi) ⊂ (X) by the restriction of the vertical homotopy deﬁned on U (i)j . For all
positive integers l and m we have Ll ∩ Lm = ∅ as long as |l − m|  2, so V (l) ∩ V (m) = ∅ for |l − m|  2. The verticalj j
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Wk to (X).
• The sets Li are open in X × X , so V (i)j = U (i)j ∩ Li are open in Li and therefore in X × X . Each Wk is deﬁned as a union
of open sets, so all Wk are open.
From this we infer that {Wk}2nk=1 is indeed an open cover of X × X with each Wk vertically compressible to (X). The
conclusion now follows from Theorem 2. 
Remark 4. The proof of Theorem 3 can be reused with only minor alterations to notation to prove a slightly more general
statement. For a ﬁbrewise pointed space p : E → B with section s denote by cat∗B(E) the ﬁbrewise unpointed category as in
Deﬁnition 1.6 of [5]. Assume that E =⋃∞i=1 Ei is an increasing union of closed subspaces with the property that s(p(Ei)) ⊂
Ei and that there exist open sets Yi ⊂ E such that Ei ⊂ Yi ⊂ cl (Yi) ⊂ int (Ei+1). Let Bi = p(Ei) and denote by pi : Ei → Bi
the restriction of p to Ei with the section si being the restriction of section s to Bi . If cat∗Bi (Ei) n, then cat
∗
B(E) 2n.
We now represent a mapping telescope as an increasing union of subspaces and obtain the following result:
Corollary 5. Let X =⋃∞i=1 Xi × [i − 1, i] be the mapping telescope of a sequence of maps
X1
f1−→ X2 f2−→ X3 f3−→ · · ·
and let TC(Xi) n for all i. Then TC(X) 2n.
Proof. Deﬁne X ′n =
⋃n
i=1 Xi × [i − 1, i] to be the union of the ﬁrst n mapping cylinders in the telescope X =
⋃∞
i=1 Xi ×[i − 1, i]. Then X is the increasing union X =⋃∞i=1 X ′i and we can take
Yi =
(
n⋃
i=1
Xi × [i − 1, i]
)
∪ Xi+1 × [i, i + 1/2).
Since X ′i are homotopy equivalent to Xi for all i, we have TC(X
′
i) = TC(Xi)  n for all i. The conclusion now follows from
Theorem 3. 
Finally, here is an equivalent formulation of Corollary 5:
Corollary 6. Let X =⋃∞i=1 Xi × [i − 1, i] be the mapping telescope of a sequence of maps
X1
f1−→ X2 f2−→ X3 f3−→ · · · .
Then TC(X) 2max{TC(Xi); i = 1,2, . . .}.
Proof. If TC(Xi) are not bounded above, then max{TC(Xi); i = 1,2, . . .} = ∞ and the statement is trivially true. If
max{TC(Xi); i = 1,2, . . .} = M < ∞, then TC(Xi) M for all i and Corollary 5 implies that TC(X) 2M . 
Example 7. The mapping telescope of the sequence
S1
·2−→ S1 ·2−→ S1 ·2−→ · · ·
is X = K (Z[ 12 ],1). We have TC(S1) = 2 and Corollary 5 implies that TC(X) 4. The cohomology of X is nontrivial only in
dimension 2, and there we have H2(X;Z) = Zˆ2/Z, where Zˆ2 denotes the group of 2-adic integers (detailed calculations
can be found in [4, Section 3F] in particular Example 3F.9). Elements of ﬁnite order in Zˆ2/Z are represented by rational
numbers. Since Zˆ2/Z is uncountable, there exists an element u ∈ H2(X;Z) of inﬁnite order and we obtain a nontrivial
product of length 2:
(1⊗ u − u ⊗ 1)2 = −2u ⊗ u ∈ H2(X;Z) ⊗ H2(X;Z).
Combining Theorem 7 of [1] and Theorem 4 of [8] we get a lower bound in terms of zero-divisors: TC(X)  3. So, 3 
TC(X) 4.
Notice how in this example our upper bound is better than the standard upper bounds in terms of dimension and LS
category (see [1, Theorem 4 and Theorem 5]), although it is not low enough to determine TC(X).
This example shows that the topological complexity of the telescope X can be greater than the topological complexity
of its parts Xi . The question remains of whether our bound can be improved by 1.
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